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"AND THE WORD WAS MADE FLESH"
REMEMBER THE GOOD OLD DAYS WHEN OUR WORD WAS WORTH SOMETHING? WHEN A
HANDSHAKE WAS BETTER THAN A TEN PAGE CONTRACT IS NOW? THESE ARE SOME OF THE
WORDS THAT HAVE LOST THEIR REAL MEANING.
WHORE — a person who will sacrifice principles
for personal gain.
CAPITALISM — this word is not in the original
Webster's Dictionary. In the abridged dictionary the
meaning is — Commerce and industry in which means
of production is privately owned and operated for profit
under fully competitive conditions. It is generally characterized by a tendency toward concentration of wealth
and in its later phase, by the growth of great corporations
and increased government controls.
CAPITAL — head; having the seat of government;
wealth.
CAPITOL — head; temple of Jupiter in Rome
related by the ancients as head — the temple of Jupiter in
Rome on Capitoline Hill in ancient Rome; also, the
buildings in which the U.S. Congress meets in
Washington, D.C.
Now does that shock you??? It appears that the voting
in of the first president was the beginning of the demise
of our country, the fruit of which is our present time —
instead of a land of the free and the home of the brave
we have a Caesar ruling over us.
CHURCH (Strong's Concordance) — origin, the
point whence motion or action proceeds from — out of;
also, completion; the called out ones (from the world
and false church); community of saints on earth or
saints in heaven, or both.
CHARITY — the bond of perfection — the capstone
of our confession. Colossians 3:14 — “Now the end of
the commandment is charity out of a pure heart, and of
a good conscience and of unfeigned faith.” Love, affection — that love that is born of God. When once it
comes we cannot sin as it culminates our obedience to
Christ. Love — feast — agape.

DEMOCRACY — people; to possess; to govern;
Government by the people; a form of government, in
which the supreme power is lodged in the hands of the
people collectively, or in which the people exercise the
power of legislation. Please notice the difference
between Capitalism and Democracy. And then check
our Constitution that allows all people Life, Liberty and
right to property. Capitalism promotes greed.
Democracy promotes arrogance and self righteousness.
The Constitution promotes justice for all.
DEPRESSION — the act of humbling; abasement,
as the depression of pride. One well known prophet
whom I respect and love as a brother, although I do not
personally know him has predicted a soon coming
depression. Do I believe this will happen? It surely may.
But let me tell you a truth. An outward act never really
necessarily brings people closer to God. An inward
visitation that will affect the entire human race as the
fall of the tower of Babel which actually changed the
language, the flood which wiped out the flesh of
mankind, or the destruction of the temple in 70 A.D.
when Christianity was birthed out of Judaism, is what
we need. These were happenings that affected the inner
man and the human race was never the same again.
THAT IS THE KIND OF DEPRESSION WE
NEED. First the natural which we had in the thirties,
but now please Lord, let it be in the spiritual so the inner
mind and the heart of man has a change.
I will continue this word study as the word becomes
flesh and dwells among us and in us. God bless you all
as God moves upon us to create something new in the
earth, or should I say, “finishes what He started,” finally
bringing to pass what He has had in His heart from the
time He created the first Adam.
Till we all become of one mind and one heart, I
remain, always His servant and yours,
Marie Kolasinski

